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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Anderson Hall is a complex masonry structure consisting of a 2% story central 
block linked to two similar end blocks by \h story wings. There is an entrance tower 
over the central block. Sited at the crest of a low hill, this building is the visual 
focal point of a complex of buildings arranged around an oval lawn. There is an 
area of naturalistic landscape extending to the east of this open space.

The main entrance to Anderson Hall faces east. Entrances to the end blocks 
face north and south. The building has a truncated hip roof. Other elements, 
such as dormers and towers, contribute to a varied, though symmetrical silhouette. 
The entrance of each end block is accented by an abbreviated version of the central 
tower. There are dormers in the main roofs and in those of the lower connecting 
wings. Those above each north and south end wall as well as on the west side of the 
central block have ornate stone-faced surrounds.

The walls of Anderson Hall are built of coursed rough-pitched limestone. The 
basement level and building corners are subtlely accented by the use of larger stones. 
Smooth cut stone is used to ornament the main entrance and to cap the arched windows.

Alterations

In 1945 exterior porches along the east side of the connecting wings were rebuilt 
to enclose additional office space. This alteration was performed with unusual 
sensitivity for the time and reflects the veneration which has long existed for the 
building. Original exterior stone was used to reface the addition. A basement was 
excavated under this addition and in 1946 a basement was also excavated under the north 
wing.

During the twentieth century all the brick chimneys which are shown in historic 
photographs of Anderson Hall were removed. Ornamental iron cresting at the edgg of 
the flat roof sections has also been removed. In 1948 the original slate roof was 
replaced with a covering of asphalt shingles.

As early as 1933, exterior masonry was repointed with Portland cement. Some 
stone was repaired in 1948. The east wall of the south wing was found structurally 
unstable in 1961 and rebuilt.

Although numerous interior remodeling have occurred, the halls and main 
stairways preserve much of the original character of the design. The chapel 
area was remodeled as early as 1919. The postal center was remodeled in 1930. 
Administrative office space was remodeled in 1952 and the stage in the chapel removed 
at this time.

When new sections of basement were excavated, new interior stairways were also 
constructed. The postal center was again remodeled in 1958. Offices on the second 
and third floors were remodeled in 1960. The president's office was remodeled in 
1978.
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Since its completion, Anderson Hall has been the administrative center of Kansas 
State University, one of the first land grant colleges founded under the Morrill Act. 
Known simply as the "College Main Building" from 1884 to 1902, it has been used for 
almost everykind of activity from classrooms and recreation to laboraties and library. 
Anderson Hall is a visual landmark that has become a symbol of the university, evidencing 
its beginnings, growth, and stability.

Anderson Hall is also a noteworthy example of high Victorian Gothic design. 
Very few substantial changes have been made in the building since it was completed 
in 1884. Conceived as a single design in 1878. the structure was constructed 
in stages as the necessary appropriations were made by the state legislature. At 
the time it was finished, it was one of the largest and most imposing academic buildings 
in the state.

Chronology

Plans for the building were prepared in 1878 by Eramus T. Carr, an architect 
who had come to Kansas in territorial days to work at Ft. Leavenworth. The configuratioi 
of a central and two end blocks joined by lower pavi11 ions was typical of many 
institutional buildings erected in the United States from early in the nineteenth 
century until the 1880's.

After he designed the Kansas State Penitentiary, which was begun in 1863 
and finally completed after the Civil War, Carr became one of the most successful 
architects practicing in Kansas. He designed the Kansas exhibit building for the 
1876 Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia.

Prior to his work at KSAC, Carr had the commission for a state Normal School 
built at Emporia in 1872. This building burned in 1878, but was replaced by another 
almost exactly like it. An existing view shows a four-story masonry structure with 
a tripartite plan. Its resemblance to Anderson Hall is striking. There is a central 
tower above the main block and there are porches along the pavillions connecting 
the central and end blocks. In the design for Anderson Hall then, Carr seems to have 
simplified and refined an idea which he had worked out earlier.

In November 1878, even before the north wing was completed, Carr finished the 
plans for the rest of the building. He began serving as state architect early in 
1879. Holding this position until May, 1885, he supervised the design and construction 
of several state buildings including work on the capitol in Topeka.
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Excavation for the north wing of the first major building on the Kansas State 
Agricultural College began March 27, 1878. This block was completed in February, 
1879. It was known as the "Practical Agricultural Building." As one student recalled, 
"it seemed so great and grand in comparison with the rooms in the Old Barn." Cost of 
this structure was $11,000. Jacob Winne of Manhattan was the masonry contractor and 
Henry Bennett of Silver Lake was the general contractor.

Work began on the central block of the "College Main Building" in 1881 and was 
finished in 1882. Will and Ed Ulrich of Manhattan were the masonry contractors; 
James H. Lynch was the carpentry contractor; C.D. Marvin was the painting contractor. 
Cost of the structure was slightly over $20,000. The south wing of the building was 
built in 1884 for $10,869. J. A. Nichols of Atchison was the general contractor. Three 
years later in 1887, the chapel in the rear of the building was extended 25' to the 
west. This addition was designed by J.D. Walters of the KSAC faculty.

In 1902 Anderson Hall was named after John A. Andersen, second president of 
the college (1873-79). He was one of the most outspoken, energetic and controversial 
figures ever to hold the post. While serving as pastor of the Presbyterian church 
in Junction City, Anderson condemned the administration of the Agricultural college 
in 1872 for failing to carry out its purpose.

When the Kansas State Board of Regents was reorganized in 1873 with a Granger 
majority, Anderson was selected by them to become the new president of KSAC. He 
had "no practical or theoretical knowledge of agriculture, "and no experience as 
a teacher. The Regents praised however, "his vigorous, pushing, talented" nature, 
and also his "quick comprehension of men and things."

Anderson's administration reversed previous policy. Courses in Greek and Latin 
were replaced with courses in farming, woodworking, blacksmithing, telegraphy, and 
printing. Anderson established a newspaper, The Industrialist,to defend the practical 
training he advocated. He also relocated the campus to a site with room for expansion. 
Two small new buildings for horticulture and a chemical laboratory were authorized in 
1876 and constructed on the new campus.

Most Kansans seemed to approve of Anderson's direction and in the fall of 
1878, he won the election for Congress from the First District. Anderson served the 
state in this position until 1891. His popularity probably led to the legislature's 
support for building the "College Main Building," but his political activities kept 
him away from the site for much of the time while the north wing was being built. 
The later sections of the building were constructed under the administration of 
George T. Fairchild, who replaced Anderson as president in December, 1879.
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For more than thirty years after Anderson Hall was completed, adjacent buildings 
were designed to be compatible in size, scale, and material. Anderson Hall was the 
dominant element in an informal, but coordinated scheme possibly influenced by the 
institutional plans made by F. L. Olmstead between 1860-80. The configuration of 
these buildings is complemented by a naturalistic landscape to the east. This 
was originally designed in 1882 by Maximilian Kern, who also laid out Forest Park 
in St. Louis. The character of this overall composition has been faithfully 
maintained so that Anderson Hall is an outstanding element of a well-preserved 
example of campus planning.

When Anderson Hall was first constructed, rising above predominately flat, 
treeless farmland, its profile was striking even though its detailing was plain  
an expression considered appropriate for utilitarian buildings of the period and 
also indicative of a limited budget. The masonry work is some of the finest in a 
tradition of building with stone which began with the early settlement of the area in 
the 1850's.

By the time that the "College Main Building" was designated as Anderson Hall 
(1902), four other major buildings had been added to the KSAC campus. The University 
Library (1894), Domestic Science Hall (1898), Agricultural Hall (1900), and Physical 
Science Hall (1902) were structures with specialized fanctions, an indication of 
a changed orientation in planning based on the development of the university as a more 
complex institution.

Anderson Hall, however, has always served as a multi-purpose building. When 
it was described in 1901, it housed a chapel seating 650 persons, offices of the 
university president and secretary, post office, cloak rooms and studies, offices 
and classrooms of the departments of drawing, music,physics, electrical engineering, 
mathematics, oratory, English, and printing.

When the north wing was originally completed in 1879, it housed the library, 
president's office, professor of agriculture and classrooms for agriculture, English, 
and printing.

When the north wing was originally completed in 1879, it housed the library, 
president's office, professor of agriculture and classrooms for agriculture, English, 
and physics. A study room, physics laboratory, and offices were also provided.
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Currently, most of the central administrative offices of the university are 
located in Anderson Hall along with the postal center, data processing center, offices 
and classrooms of the psychology department.

THIS STATEMENT REFLECTS CURRENT KNOWLEDGE AND MAY BE SUBJECT TO FUTURE AMENDMENT.

************ ********** ***********
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The nominated property is located on the Kansas State University Campus. It is 
bounded by Vattier Drive on the south, Oak Drive on the east to the intersection 
with Mid-Campus Drive, from the intersection southwest on Mid-Campus Drive to the 
intersection with paved walk which proceeds due west adjacent to the north side 
of Anderson Hall. The nominated property is bounded on the northwest by a 
paved parking area between Vattier Drive and the walk. The property is approx 
imately two acres in size.


